Mark Vergnano Addressed American Chemical Society CME Forum
The Chemours Company CEO Discussed “Chemours and Our Industry: Shaping the Future”

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., Sept. 9, 2015 – Mark Vergnano, President and CEO, The Chemours Company, today addressed
industry leaders on how the chemicals industry can be more poised than ever to meet evolving market demands,
customer needs and shareholder imperatives.
Addressing the Chemical Marketing and Economics (CME) group of the American Chemical Society’s New York Section,
Vergnano described the industry dynamics surrounding Chemours’ recent launch as an independent company and how
the company is navigating those currents, while bringing great chemistry to a changing world.
Speaking to a sold-out audience at the Penn Club of New York, Vergnano discussed three macro trends impacting the
industry: demographics and the rapidly growing global population, the changing workforce, and the shift from mass
production to mass customization—and what this period of change means for Chemours and its industry peers.
“At Chemours, we’re embracing this idea of positive change and have begun the hard work of transforming ourselves into
a higher value chemistry company,” said Vergnano. “As a collection of companies and advocacy groups and industry
organizations, we cannot live and thrive in a vacuum. We have an obligation to ourselves and to the world to adapt to the
changes around us—shifting demographics, workforces and business expectations—and lead change. When we are seen
as a change-leading industry, then we begin to garner the attention and appreciation of the world that simply could not
exist as it does without us.”
“We were thrilled to have Mark address our members as CEO of Chemours,” said George Rodriguez, CME Chair. “It was
a unique opportunity to hear the forces and strategies that will shape the exciting future of one of the leading players in
the performance chemicals market, as well as our industry as a whole.”
“It was an honor to speak at this distinguished forum of the largest scientific society in the world,” concluded Vergnano.
“Our industry does great things and we make progress possible. Chemours is focusing its energies on becoming the kind
of company that both responds to the changing needs of the world and leads change. Together our industry can do the
same, and it will mean a better future for all of us and for the world.”
About The Chemours Company
The Chemours Company (NYSE: CC) helps create a colorful, capable and cleaner world through the power of chemistry.
Chemours is a global leader in titanium technologies, fluoroproducts and chemical solutions, providing its customers with
solutions in a wide range of industries with market-defining products, application expertise and chemistry-based
innovations. Chemours ingredients are found in plastics and coatings, refrigeration and air conditioning, mining and oil
refining operations and general industrial manufacturing. Our flagship products include prominent brands such as
Teflon™, Ti-Pure™, Krytox™, Viton™, Opteon™ and Nafion™. Chemours has approximately 9,000 employees across 37
manufacturing sites serving more than 5,000 customers in North America, Latin America, Asia-Pacific and Europe.
Chemours is headquartered in Wilmington, Delaware and is listed on the NYSE under the symbol CC. For more,
information please visit chemours.com.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements, which often may be identified by their use of words like “plans,”
“expects,” “will,” “believes,” “intends,” “estimates,” “anticipates” or other words of similar meaning. These forward-looking
statements address, among other things, our anticipated future operating and financial performance, business plans and
prospects, transformation plans, resolution of environmental liabilities, litigation and other contingencies, plans to increase
profitability, our ability to pay or the amount of any dividend, and target leverage that are subject to substantial risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such statements.

Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are based on certain assumptions and
expectations of future events which may not be realized. The matters discussed in these forward-looking statements also
are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected,
anticipated or implied in the forward-looking statements as further described in the “Risk Factors” section of the
information statement contained in the registration statement on Form 10 and other filings made by Chemours with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. Chemours undertakes no duty to update any forward-looking statements.
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